**A DISCUSSION ON BOOKS**

By Fred. B. A. Bogen

"Of the making books there is no end ..." I wonder what old Solomon would have said if he were to drop in to the Old Corner of Leslie's of a busy Christmas afternoon. And I wonder whether he would have bought a book review supplement of this whole Solomon with his few laborious, and expensive rolls of papyrus or parchment, confronted with the thousands of volumes in his library. And much study is a weariness unto the soul. There again we have it all over Solomon. Never mind about the one-eyed look to at, upon the eyes of better written, a delight to look at and handle and skin through. And so instead of one distraction, bosoms—dear to the True Meaning French style, this book may cause the same un- the great number of people who are staying in their bookishness. The author is discussing a subject in a manner to which an American literary circle may cause considerable thought on the part of those who read from the book, or (at least) we'll read it. In observing the proceedings to which our forefathers so strongly adhered.

**Religion of Undergraduates**

The religion of undergraduates is a tri- or villain and villainess. Each
cannot assign the roles of hero, hero-

**Miscegenation**

**A Good Thought**

**Europe Next Summer**

**Wash Wit Bold Amours**

**White Star Line**

**Men say: “You can’t equal Williams”**

If the labor, Williams Shaving Cream balms

**Special Book**

**Supplement**

**Frank Swinerton Exams Love and Life**

The Elder Sister, by Frank Swinerton.
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